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Editorial
What's up mammals! And non-mammals. We're all
friends here. It's that time again! Thassright, 9.30 on a
Sunday evening, way later than planned, putting this
little packup together. One of these days I'll really get
my shizzle in gear. It's a little smaller than last time, but
no matter, the super huge obituaries section is totally
FUEL FOR THE ANGST MACHINE!!!
Direct quote from a response to one of the lovely
people who sent in submissions this time around.
And, seriously, have a read. Am I wrong? Course
not. I love it. I may not be on plot any more, but
there's something about the sweet sustenance tears

provide that a girl just can't quit. As always, thanks to
everyone who wrote in content. Fancy giving it a shot
for spring? Go for it! I'll be happy to talk through
potential ideas and content, preferably before the
keen has faded after this weekend!
Well, for those of you that are new here, hello!
Welcome! First sanctioned event? Sweet! It's going
to be great! Plot, nice people, Baz's mum's dinners,
more plot! It gets pretty nippy at night, so don't forget
more socks than you think you'll need (Sealskinz if
you have em), something to keep your head warm,
lots of bedding (including something to put between
your sleeping bag and the ground, and plenty of
layers. Don't forget, the faction has a hot-water-bottle
rental scheme. Pay a fiver to Gail or anyone else at
ops, get a nice hot water bottle for the weekend, and
when you return the bottle, you get your fiver back.
Nifty.
That's all I got this time, I think I need to, like, find my

knitwear. See you in a field!
Love and squishes,
Noodle

From the Plot Team:
Hello!
Hello Everyone.
As anyone who was at the GEF will be aware Rob
has decided that he wants to be a player again
and so has stepped down as head of plot for the
Faction. I’d like to thank him for the awesome
work he has done and for giving up so much of
his time so that everyone can enjoy the suffering
and misery that he’s inflicted upon your

Characters.
His Reign of terror is at an end and now begins a
new reign of TERROR! With that in mind HELLO
I’m Will McKeever and I’ll be your new head of
plot for the faction. Rob has left me in a fantastic
position with a fantastic team and with that in
mind we’ll be moving forward with some new
plots
and ways to make your IC lives miserable. AS
before the same guidelines for plot will still apply
(don’t fix what isn’t broken).
(Ed: See below for plot interaction guidelines)

Character and Group Backgrounds
Have you ever wondered what would happen if
the past came back to haunt your character? If
the fate of your character’s brother was not what
you thought? If a group of angry-looking Orcs

came knocking on the gate, asking for you? Or a
letter is found, stained in blood, with your name
on the
cover?
Well, submit your background to Plot Team, or
you’ll never know!
New player? Awesome! Welcome to the Lions!
We'll be happy to help you make sure that your
character concept fits with the game-world in
general, and the Lions in particular.
Here at Plot Team, we can’t get enough of your
submissions, and love each and every time we
receive one. Please send them (and group
backgrounds) to plot@lionsfaction.co.uk
Note: By doing so, you are giving Plot Team the
power to mess with you.
Addendum from Brian
'Keenerthanabagofnewbies' Roberts:

And please, I would very much like to read your character
backgrounds. They may be brief, they may be epic tomes,
they allow us to possibly grow the future from your
characters past.
Thanks,
Brian Roberts, Lions Plot.

Research requests
If you submit a research request to the LT please
follow this up with an email to
plot@lionsfaction.co.uk with the details of the
research so that we can ensure that you receive a
timely and accurate response.

Lions Plot Team Guidelines.

What follows is a brief FAQ covering how the
Lions faction plot team operates and how to get
the most as a player from us as your plot team.
Will I get my plot on the field?
We at the Lions plot team always aim to use
personal plot and backgrounds if they are
submitted, because we enjoy reading them as
much as you enjoy writing them. They often help
lay deeper foundations for existing plot lines or
new ones. However we simply can't fit them all
into the brief time we get on the field, so whether
yours runs is a roll of the dice but we can promise
we will try.
Is there downtime?
Short answer: No.
However, with some exceptions, we won't tell
you what your characters have been doing over
the gaps between events. If you want to pad out
your in-character discussion by saying you have

been working in 'X tavern' or travelling to see 'Y
character' for a non-plot related chat, we will not
contradict you. We will not, though, tell you
about plot that is going on, even if you live at the
location of the plot, nor is it possible to talk to
NPCs over a gap period, but you can send letters
to them from the field and should get replies.
If I can't act what’s the point emailing?
Even if you can't act in the gap time we love
hearing what you would like to be doing (not
conducting troop movements or information
gathering for example, as previously stated) such
as whether you’re becoming an alcoholic or just
starting to gather rabbits in your house on
Gallathrix.
Chances are these emails will be added to our
'just for information pile', but now and then there
is a gem we can use and it can help with plot and
or character progression.

What questions can I ask plot team?
There are a lot of things that are unknown in
terms of plot to the average player (or there were
to me at least) so if you have a question sling us
an email and we’ll try to get back to you with an
answer.
No question is stupid. [If computers could
support it, this sentence would be in 12 foot
letters of fire. Noodle.]
How long can I expect to wait for a plot reply?
We try and get back to you as soon as we can but
our plot team is made up of amazing volunteers
that give their spare time to sorting what is
sometimes a raging torrent of plot, so be please
be patient. We always try and get it done as soon
as we can but no true time scale can be given.
Backgrounds and background submission?
Backgrounds are great to receive and give us a

great starting point for some plotlines or how to
interact with your character. They can take the
form of a few descriptive paragraphs or pages of
story, however we do ask that once a background
is submitted that changes be kept to a minimum
(we are not going to hate you if you make the odd
change). If we decide to use that character 'Evil
Uncle Bill' and then when he reaches the field we
discover he's been written out in favour of 'Kind
Aunt Margaret' it’s a tad awkward.
Plot requests. E.g. Evacuations etc?
If you have made a request in uptime about for
example evacuating your island because 'it's got
ants' or some other perfectly valid reason pop a
reminder to us on out plot email after the event
(preferably soon afterwards) to make sure its
logged and we will get back to you. These tend to
take one of the two following ways, either an
email of what’s happening or a brief at the next
event. We may also run encounters to give the
results.

Players in Peril?
If you are a player in peril, e.g. you transported to
a battle zone or dangerous area at the end of an
event or you live in area that has been invaded,
just pop us an e-mail detailing this. We will
either give you an emailed brief before your next
event (we don't know your next event unless you
warn us) or we will brief you in the field before
you go IC in some manner.
If you have any other questions please ask –
plot@lionsfaction.co.uk or ask any of us in the
field.
Will McKeever
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Tip of the season:
The reason that you lose most of your body heat
through your head? Because it's typically not
covered in clothing. BRING A HAT. IT'S OCTOBER,
PEOPLE. (I'll be checking!)
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A Note from the Adjutant
General's Office

The office of the Adjutant General
thanks all who contribute regularly to
this publication. We would like to
remind all readers that the invitation
to contribute is open to all Lions, on any
topic pertaining to the business of the
faction, personal notices and obituaries,
or material of a diverting or
entertaining nature.

A missive from the Lord of
the Southlands
Lions,
The year started terribly for you
with the death of Queen Lenia. You
still have my condolences on that
loss and the loss of the other
Lantian Heroes that have fallen
during the year.
I'm not just writing to talk about
loss I write to you about hope.
During the year it was discussed by
the High Council of the Jackals

and agreed that we would seek a
formal alliance with the Lions.
The Diplomats have done fine work
in getting this sorted and I was
due to attend with other members
of the High Council on Saturday of
the Gathering to make it all
official, and then have a
celebration. Unfortunately that
night my wife died to whatever that
Alien monster was.
I was in no mood for anything
after that, least of all celebration.
The weekend of the Gathering
continued and I set my sights solely
on making sure as many people of
my nation didn't die and that we
achieved the alliances goals. The
fact that I can write this letter is
testimony to all the heroes that
fought the Deceivers forces.
My first action on the Friday of the

First Moot 1116 is to sign the
alliance between our two nations
and work together to make this a
prosperous year for both of us.
I look forward to that day if I
don't see you at the Jackals
Campaign in the Kongasa.
In Faith,
Zoraster
Lord of the Nile

Mentioned in Dispatches
Autumn 1115
Lions,
You are a nation to be proud of, a
nation who stands and fight for
what it believes in, for what is right
– no matter how hard and no
matter the cost. This year, the
unliving have come for us, stronger
than ever, taking our Queen. They
have poured out from the broken
walls at Al-Qafar like a seemingly
unstoppable flood. We sent our
armies to force a path through for
us, to try and hold them back, to
buy us time, and we took the fight
to them.

And there we stopped the
unstoppable.
We gave our allies the strength to
hold, to reseal the walls, to protect
the city from the call of Satuun.
And on that field the barrow-wight
who took our Queen fell too. Be
proud Lions. Because of you –
because of your courage, your
strength, your tireless dedication –
the plague of unliving lies
diminished, the dark tide flowing
from the walls on the egg has
ebbed. Our lands, and that of our
allies, are made safer. But let us
not forget the cost. Those forces we
sent to clear our path to Al-Qafar
were lost. All of them. 4,200 Lions
died, as did unknown numbers of
others from across the Heartlands
and the Southlands. We are alive

because they are not. Because they,
too, stood and died for our beliefs.
For every living being to have a
right to live, to love, to hope ,and
to dream. For Honour. For Justice.
Because we are Lions, and it was
the right thing to do.
And given this, it comes as no
surprise that there are so many
thanks to share. All spelling
mistakes are my own, and if I have
spelled your name wrong, I
apologise, and I owe you a drink
to make sure I get to know you
better. And to the two people whose
names I do not know, I am truly
sorry – I definitely owe you a drink
at the least. Never before have I
agreed with the need to thank the
entire Faction, but it seems that
this time, it is the only place I can

begin.
The Lions nation wishes to
recognise those who have gone
above and beyond the call of duty,
in particular we thank
the entire Faction – your actions
and your conduct over the
Gathering made 4200 lives a
worthwhile price to pay to save the
world. You did them proud.
The Lions Military command –
given the struggles you faced to get
us to Al-Qafar, your continued
strength, skill, and composure at
the walls themselves leave us
humbled.
Arya – we gave you a difficult job
to do, asked a lot of you for

someone so new to the Faction. We
asked you to stand as Chair of
Council, and to lead the work
reforming it. To represent your
Faction and your Crowns at that
level is one of the hardest jobs we
have. For your thought, effort,
dedication, and service, we thank
you.
Damian - for deliberately getting
yourself captured by nightmare
things so you could rescue the
people they'd taken. Your courage
and initiative have really
impressed us.
Rhiann – you are always on the
line, or supporting the Gate.
Wherever you can be of most use,
you are there, quietly yet eternally
dedicated to the Faction. Countless

Lions are still here today because
of you.
Holegn – for your dedication on
the Lions Gate. Your steadfastness,
dependability, and reliability are
not only an asset to this Faction,
but set a standard to which we
should aspire.
Sam from Sammerix - for trying to
find a way to save the patterns of
the fallen of the Legions.
Sam and the white haired fae from
the Tribe of the Harvest Moon - for
being so organised and running
triage so well on Saturday night of
the Gathering. Your work, and your
competence, are greatly
appreciated.

Two groups in particular deserve
thanks for their hard work – the
Prince Bishop’s Men, and the Order
of Celestial. Every morning you are
the groups that guard our Gate,
allowing the rest of us the time to
do other duties, or wake up slowly,
or even recover from the night
before. Without your continued
dedication, our mornings would
be far more dangerous, and to
know we can count on you reflects
the high esteem this Faction holds
you in, and deserves our heartfelt
gratitude.
Nyanthi and those members of the
Prince Bishops men who took the
final battlefield at the Gathering.
During that battle, Nyanthi
spotted a Lion getting wasted some
35-40ft behind the lines. The Prince

Bishops men instantly formed up
and drilled through ranks of
unliving to pick up the lion after
only being told 'They've got a Lion,
we need to move now'. It was
impressive to watch, and were they
not such an effective group, we
certainly would have lost a Lion in
that battle.
Forxnat and Dyrt - for your
exceptional work in camp security
at the Gathering. You keep us safe,
and let us rest, and we are
grateful.
Linn – for the amount of effort you
put in to gather information for
the Faction, and for your
willingness to run escorts in the
dark to the Guilds. These are not
easy jobs, and you are exceptional

at them.
Ysabel – for your excellent
assistance to Clara. You always
seem to know what is happening,
and made sure information was
made available.
Tyrell – for your assistance to the
new High Diplomat, Ysabel. Your
willingness to take messages was
greatly appreciated. In addition,
the amount of thought and effort
you put into Thorg’s ritual was
invaluable. Thorg wishes to
publically thank you himself, but
on behalf of the Faction, rituals
are dangerous at the best of times,
and the rest of us can only watch
and hope that the results are good.
Whilst we have no doubt that this is
not an isolated occurrence, on

behalf of the Faction, we thank you
for the level of planning and work
you put into this ritual, working
with watchers, and involving other
factions to ensure the best outcome.
You achieved not only ‘amazing’
results for Thorg, but in doing so,
for all of us. And again, given the
dangers involved, for accepting the
position of Faction Ritemaster. You
have our gratitude and our
support.
Dorian and Milosh - for stepping
into a ritual with no experience
and doing a brilliant job.
The ritual team generally – from
the first time ritualists at the
Gathering, to the old hands who
know the Circles; the contributors
who are always there when we need

them, to those who were new at the
Gathering and stepped up to the
bar; and the Crowns, for the
support they give the Ritual team.
Without you, all of you, and the
risks you take and the effort you
put in, the Faction would be a far
weaker one.
Hodari - as High Ritualist you not
only gave all of your support to the
teams, you saved the lives of an
entire circle by stopping a seal
being lowered early.
Sherman, Johan and Althea - for
the amazing planning,
researching, organising, and
completing a fantastic rite to open
the Dwarven hold on Sammerix.
The specifics of that rite down to the
exact time, the exact amount of

people and timing was immense.
To the Faction potion makers – you
have worked tirelessly all year
providing clear thoughts,
summoning elixirs and other
preparations to the Faction, often
taking no profit. Whilst the results
of you efforts are perhaps most
clearly seen in the circle, I also
know that you are there providing
anti-venoms when a life is
threatened, making sure that our
healers are prepared to act against
curses, and are, in fact, ever
prepared, and ever willing to help
improve the Faction and save the
lives of your people, no matter the
personal cost.
On Saturday night of the Moot, a
large number of Death Knights

and other unliving came into
camp, and decimated the line.
To – someone – we wish we knew who
you were. You were a disembodied
voice in the dark that we couldn't
identify, who refused to give in or
stop trying to kill Dracos, despite
the pile of bodies on the ground in
front of us and the death knights
around us and in camp. Your
bravery is a testament to what it
truly means to be a Lion. We wish
we could thank you properly.

There have been a number of
changes in Faction positions.
Clara - our heartfelt
congratulations as the New Head
of Council. We wish you every

success, and hope you enjoy your
new post.
Ysabel – Congratulations on your
appointment as High Ambassador.
Clara left some big shoes to fill, so
it’s a good thing she’s appointed
someone we have no doubt can fill
them. I can think of few people I am
as comfortable to have as the face
of our Faction across Erdreja.
Caerie Shadefellow has served as
our High Healer since the 10th
month of 2010, and at the
Gathering gone, has stepped down.
As Deputy / Acting High Healer,
and later as Arcane Primus, I can
safely say she is one of the most
talented, most competent people I
have ever had the privilege to
train, and whilst I’m sorry to see

her step down, she does it knowing
she has saved more lives than I can
count, and trained even more
Healers to continue her amazing
work. Caerie, we owe you more than
you might ever realise. Thank you.
And even better, she leaves us in
good hands.
Arya – congratulations on your
appointment as High Healer of the
Faction. Your skill, whether it is as
a healer, a triager, an organiser,
or a comforter, or just someone who
is there for us, makes you the ideal
choice for this post. We know you
have our backs and that you will
keep us safe.
Obsidia Hyskus has stepped down
as High Sherriff. Her staff are
highly trained, our laws are fair,

and serve our needs, and the
public trials she has overseen has
guaranteed that Lions Justice is
widely known to be transparent
and honourable. Relations with
the Guilds like the Scouts are better
than they have ever been, and she
leaves us with a team we have
complete faith in. In addition, as
a side to the post less often
recognised, her work,
thoughtfulness and support on the
High Council cannot be
understated.
Sam of Sammerix – as our new
High Sherriff, congratulations.
Obsidia trusts you to continue her
work, and I can think of no better
recommendation.
We also offer our congratulations

to the new Knights of Lantia, the
highest honour the Faction can
bestow.
And lastly, it is with deep sorrow,
we offer these dedications
posthumously.
Mordecai – for your dedication
and effort to Regulating. Because
of your work, people lived. You
always thought you were doing
what anyone would do, but the
truth was, you did so much more.
Yiska and Lindra- for their
dedication to supporting the Gate
and enforcing its rules, even when
it was a thankless task. And in that
one sentence, we sum up some of
what was best in you. When the

Faction needed you, no matter the
task, you were there.

I said at the Moot that I was in awe
that three pages of names might be
a new record. Well, if it was, Lions,
you didn’t rest on those laurels. We
now have five pages of thanks –
each and every one a testament to
the hard work, diligence,
competence, bravery, and sheer
awesomeness that make us the
finest Faction on the field:
Lions.
In light and faith
Karen Aldain-Darkendale
Voice of the Crowns

Miscellany
From the desk of Amber Lanceman Adamu,
Prince Bishop's Man, High Bard of the Lions,
Harper of the Bards Guild and First of
Mal'en.
Could someone please find me a wall in Fort
Hatfield long enough to hang my custom
made name sign with titles included. I'm
serious.
I am hereby confirming that Lanceman
Dougga of the Prince Bishop's shall be
Deputy High Bard of the Lions for his
excellent voice. To him I charge songs be
sung and music be played around the camp
where appropriate and to not get dead or I
will send Sargent Kerr after you. I'm
serious.
To all I charge you to sit in groups under
the night sky at the end of the night and tell
the tales of the day so they may be passed

on (in such a manner that one may not
inconveniently incriminate oneself), and to
listen to those of everyone else, no matter
what faction.
Then spread those tales to all of the Bards
of the Lions.
No one will be forgotten (unless racial
custom dictates)
No one will stand alone.

An Exclusive Interview
with Lady Alrisha
Neverwinter, Wife to
King Caileb!
Joining us here today is Lady
Alrisha neverwinter. wife of the
king, necromancer, unofficial
ambassador for the far
southlands, and perpetual
source of controversy and
speculation. Lady Neverwinter
kindly took the time to meet
with us in an upmarket coffee
house in camelot. She has up to
now kept to herself, but was
susprisingly keen to agree to

interview. Clad in her usual
green and black robes, Sipping
a weak tea, and smoking her
trademark cigarette, lady
neverwinter was in an
unusually expansive mood.
So tell me. can I call you
Alrisha? what brings you here
today? We’re obviously
delighted you agreed to speak
with us, but what encouraged
you to take the plunge so to
speak?
Yes, Alrisha's fine of course. As
for what encouraged me. I
realised many of the populace of
Lantia don't know a great deal
about me despite being wife to
their King. I'd like to clear things
up.
Well, I think I know what you’re
getting at, but we’ll get into it

in a moment. Not many of our
readers would be as well
travelled as you, certainly!
How do the people of Lantia
compare with the
Southlanders? Have they been
welcoming to you?
Well, that's complicated. The
Southlands comprises of many
Nations. Aegyptians as I am,
Maurabians, Persians, Arabians
among others. Each as different
as you would expect nations to
be. Aegyptus itself is a land
steeped in faith. As for your
people, yes I've been treated
well, I believe with some
wariness but then I am quite the
blow in. The Lions who attend the
larger Gatherings of Nations
have, I hope, come to trust me.
And I hope so too will everyone
else.

You mention faith. how does
knowing that your….faith…. is
so counter to Lantian norms
and morality?
That faith is mine. It is counter
yes, in many ways. And not so in
many others. But I do not preach
it here. I do not ask my husband
for a temple on your lands or
the laws to be changed.
Paramount in my mind is
respecting the laws. Especially
those of the nation I have come
to call friend.
So what you’re saying is you
don’t practice it here…?
Because we’ve heard things
about poultry…
...Did you hear about it from
Grandmaster Ilsa perchance? To
explain...we don't really have
chickens in Aegyptus. And while

here visiting the King I killed one.
For making a meal. But as I did so
it kept moving, which I did briefly
fear was spontaneous
Necromancy. A friend explained
that it was not. While laughing. An
amount of laughter I felt was
entirely unwarranted. But, to
answer your question, no, Never
on Lantian soil. Never have, Never
will.
Well, I'm sure our readers will
be very reassured. On a lighter
topic, your busy lives must
make it very difficult to keep up
with each other. Any top tips on
keeping that special someone
feeling special?
I don't believe us very different
to anyone else. Just spending
time together when we can,
meeting with friends, being
normal when our lives are far
from. We divide our time between

here and Aegyptus when we are
able. As to tips, I don't know. Just
ensure there is honesty in your
marriage and the rest will come
together.
Before we let you get back to
it, I have to ask - your famous
eyeliner. Where can the
fashionable Lantian get their
hands on some?
Oh that? That's kohl. We wear it
more than anything to protect
our eyes from the brightest light
of the sun. I did not know it was
considered fashionable here.
Perhaps I should see about
providing some to the
fashionable Lantian with some
trade agreement. It is in
plentiful supply in Aegyptus.

Advertisements
Worked hard all your life, learning your trade? Do
you want to get better? With a little bit of Faith in the
right ancestor, the possibilities are endless. Be the
best that you can be,
Praise be the Paragon
…...........................
Beastkin Meeting: Saturday of
Moot 1,outside the bar 3pm,

Obituaries
Yiska,
You were so full of ideas and dreams, always in pursuit of
knowledge to further understand where you should be going in
life. From conversations about elementals, daemons, ancestrals
and being awakened, your pursuit of knowledge was always
impressive. It seemed only fitted that you be the one then

blessed with a possession that gave you the direction you
needed. I am sorry to see you not be able to continue down this
path, that it be cut short by your act of heroism is reflection of
the limitless courage you always had. You saved Lions with that
act, and the titles bestowed upon you by them in honour of this
reflects their feelings. There were your family and friends, May
you hunt with Malar and forever remain a reminder that
anyone can stand up for what they believe in.

Xanthoir,

We were not friends. We were not enemies. We were so
different. But then, you were different to your own kind – ego
replaced with heart and concern. When you asked to be made

into something other to your nature, you said that it was to
prevent others from misusing your blood, your flesh, your
pattern. I think that, in truth, you couldn't face being so alone.
The last of a lonely race. I don't know if there's anything left of
you now, but if so, I hope it rests well.
Yiska,

You stupid boy. Why did it have to
be you.
It was you because you were a Lion
and a Free Blade and you gave
your life to save your friends in a
truly selfless why.
You saved my life that day.
Spending most of your power to

mend me after i had been on the
floor bleeding for too long.
And what did I do for you in
return? I stood and cried while I
watched them waste your pattern,
powerless to do anything to help.

Well, you will not be forgotten. I
will remember you, the times we
spent together defending Emmerix,
the Free Blades and the Lions. I
will tell stories of your heroics to
new Free Blades and anyone who
asks.
Yiska, find Spaff of the next plane
and tell him you are no longer his
apprentice but his equal. A goodbye

hasn't been this hard for me since
Shunka died.

Hunt well with Malar.

Abby,
Lost without you following her.

------------------------------

Members of the Silver court lost at
Summer Moot.

I had only just gotten to know the
four of you a few weeks previous
when we met with the court of the
crimson dune to fight Angry Menu.
I enjoyed fighting along side each
one of you. You all had your
different styles, a couple of you
preferred scouting, oneof you was
an all or nothing kind of guy, one
liked to watch from the back.
I will miss conversation about fey
things and jam around your
campfire at night. It was an honor
to bodyguard you until your end. I
do feel I failed, despite knowing
that Three of you gave your lives
willingly to save the Egg.

Being around you and getting to
know you all better made me feel,
for the first time in a long long
time, sad to be not a fey anymore.
I ran away from Arcadia for
reasons. I didn't want to be any
part of it, or the fey and I jumped
at the chance to change myself.
After getting to know you and
listening to you I realized that
maybe not all fey are like the
family that raised me. Maybe if my
family had been more like the four
of you I wouldn't have run away.
But then I would never have had
the pleasure and honor of meeting
you and getting to know you as
friends.

I hope you find peace knowing that
your actions saved the Egg and
countless peoples lives.
I will never forget you for as long
as I walk this plane.

Abby
Bodyguard
Not a Fey.
Lenia

I didn't cry when you died. I think
I knew that that was how you

would meet your end, fighting for
what you believed in. Its only now
that the unliving threat is lessened
that I have had time to sit and
digest. I think the reason I haven't
grieved for you is that I haven't
come to terms with what happened.
I wasn't there. I was busy being
unconscious in the Mages guild
waiting for someone to realize
what I was and fix me. I keep
looking for you on the battle field,
as if you will just appear beside me
like you used to. But it is time I stop
trying to find you, following your
ghost through the battle lines and
accept that I won't see you again. I
hope you enjoy your freedom of the

hunt, without any more
responsibility holding you back
and I will continue to look for the
crown, but one a different head.

Rest well with Malar

Abby
Regulator.

